This class will examine several of the most important examples of how the detective tale, born of the work of Edgar Allan Poe, perfected by Arthur Conan Doyle and substantially altered by Dashiell Hammett, evolves over time in the hands of international masters of the tale such as Jorge Luis Borges, Manuel Vázquez Montalbán Andrea Camilleri and Donna Leon. Our examination helps identify the qualities that provide this genre with its enduring allure and explores how modern practitioners play with the form and adapt it to the writer’s needs in ways that continue to fuel reader interest. Through the reading of the required primary text and important recommended secondary texts and through the seminar's "investigation" of the genre we will come to a new appreciation of how the most representative of formulaic fiction broke out of its mold and garnered wide critical appreciation and the loyalty of millions of readers worldwide.

**Required Texts:**


The works for the first two weeks will be available as PDFs on Box@UA and registered students will receive the link to this site in *early April*.

The books will be available at the UA Bookstore by *mid April*, but you should also find them in most public libraries or on Amazon.com or other booksellers. There may be some secondary source materials.
Class Schedule:

July 13: Origins, the classic detective tale
Edgar Allan Poe: "The Purloined Letter" and "Murders in the Rue Morgue"
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle: "A Scandal in Bohemia" and "Silver Blaze"

July 20: From the "Whodunnit" to the "Who donut"
Jorge Luis Borges: "Death and the Compass" and "The Garden of the Forking Paths"
Dashiell Hammett: "The Tenth Clew" and "The Girl with the Silver Eyes"

July 27: "The Social Who donut"
Manuel Vázquez Montalbán: Southern Seas

August 3: Life and Death Italian Style
Andrea Camilleri: The Terra Cotta Dog

August 10: Death in Venice . . . Again
Donna Leon: Death at La Fenice